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Name of the track: “Also humanities” ...

“Are we are now going to be also be 
measured by metrics which are below 
our dignity and intellectual capabilities?”



Name of the track: “Also humanities” ...

“Ok, if it is what it is, let’s do it with 
as little efforts as possible!”



Name of the track: “Also humanities” ...

“Yes, we finally can articulate the 
value of our work better!”



… superficial characteristics of Social Sciences and Humanities

• Publishing patterns are different and heterogenous

• Comprehensive publications rather than articles 

• ‘The distance between ‘basic research’ and ‘applied research’ is bigger - meaning how 
research results are ‘applied’ or how they create ‘tangible’ impact is less obvious, e.g.

• E.g. it is clear what can be done with CRISPR
• It is less obvious what the real world impact of studying Rwandan languages (example to 

follow)



What and where are the 
outputs?



Broader scope with Dimensions - also for the benefit of SSH

Coverage
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a Broad coverage beyond publications 
and wealth of metadata to navigate the 
complexity and data analysis

Broad coverage, but lack of metadata - or 
data not accessible at all for analysis

Narrow selection with clean metadata, manual 
curation



Indication of coverage - using the University of Cambridge as an example

● All journal articles in Dimensions assigned to Cambridge, categorised by 
FOR codes on 2 digit level

● Not a publication count, multiple code assignments possible

● Green/red color: highlighting broadly STEM and SSH  

● ERA filter: considered to be a rough, ‘on the back of an envelope’ filter 
to the coverage of WoS - due to lack of access to the WoS for a proper 
analysis



● By removing the ERA filter, the full coverage of 
Dimensions and the impact of a more inclusive indexing 
policy in the different FOR categories becomes obvious

● Significant percentage increases in SSH

● Again, we are only looking at journal articles 

Indication of coverage - using the University of Cambridge as an example



● With other content types (just 
research outputs, not even grants 
etc.) further increases are realised - 
up to 62% for categories in SSH

Indication of coverage - using the University of Cambridge as an example



Books in Dimensions

• ~800,000 monographs, 296,891 
edited books (10m chapters)

• From the 795k monographs, 242k 
are Open Access



Distribution of the 
appr. 800,000 
monographs across 
disciplines



Getting perspectives 
… on Social Science and Humanities in Dimensions 



Different kinds of perspectives

Defining the scope and 
boundaries

• What is the right scope to start 
quantifying activities and results 
in SSH?

• A firm ‘grid’ once established

➔ Journal lists creating a permanent 
(perhaps authoritative) scope, 
tailored to the use case

Perspectives to enable insights
• Which SSH outputs in which 

subfield? Or at the intersection of 
two fields?

• Indicative ‘signals’ to identify 
clusters and patents

➔ Machine learning based 
classification, based on content of 
research outputs



Journal lists in Dimensions relevant to Social Sciences and 
Humanities

• Journal lists filters in every Dimensions 
instance available

• Available as a baseline for review / 
assessment activities





Different kinds of perspectives

Defining the scope and 
boundaries

• What is the right scope to start 
quantifying activities and results 
in SSH?

• A firm ‘grid’ once established

Perspectives to enable insights
• Which SSH outputs in which 

subfield? Or at the intersection of 
two fields?

• Indicative ‘signals’ to identify 
clusters and patterns

➔ Machine learning based 
classification, based on content of 
research outputs

➔ Journal lists creating a permanent 
(perhaps authoritative) scope, 
tailored to the use case



Different machine learning based classifications in Dimensions

Fields of Research 
• General classification covering 

all areas of research
• Multiple assignments possible 
• 2-digits and 4-digits level 

realised in Dimensions
• Provides a general view on 

disciplines



‘2102 Curatorial and Related Studies’ and ‘ 1117 Public Health 
and Health Services’ - two clinical trials underway!



Different machine learning based classifications in Dimensions

17 Sustainable Development Goals General 
classification covering all areas of research(SDGs)

• Designed to focus on specific impacts of 
policy, community, behavioural or research 
activities

• Machine learning based implementation with 
harsh thresholds ‘since it is complicated’

• In the research context, SDGs hint at impact
• Out of 113M, 5,433,745 research outputs 

have one or several SDGs assigned 



Distribution of SDGs 
assigned to research outputs 
in Dimensions 



Intersection of FORs and SDGs
SDGs

FORs



16 Peace,
 Justice and 
Strong 
Institutions

19 Studies in 
Creative Arts and 
Writing 

12 
publications

Intersection of FORs and SDGs



Bringing literature research 
and international law 
together



Music education and 
social justice...



Intersection of FORs and SDGs



Intersection of FORs and SDGs



Primary or/and 
secondary outputs?
Would publications on publications and their impact solve 
some of the challenges of the SSH disciplines?



Explicit expression of impact instead of metrics as a proxy?

• Social Sciences and Humanities are resisting the urge for simple indicators
• While not possible as a broad stroke approach - the explicit communication of 

the impact of SSH research activities provides the opportunity to connect the 
dots 

• Used in different places already
• Grant funding schemes where different reports reflecting on the research 

activities are required
• Impact case studies in REF exercise in the UK



Project with UKRI, King’s 
College and Digital Science

https://impact.ref.ac.uk/casestudies/



Quite a few case studies amongst the 6,637 falls into 
SSH categories





Lifting technical barriers 
- an opportunity?
Dimensions on Google BigQuery provides access to all the 
underlying data - a playground for creativity



+

Direct access to all the underlying data





Create broader context: 

Add your own data
Analyse it 
together

Public datasets on GBQ, 
e.g. ChEMBL, proteins, 
diseases, World Bank

Dimensions 
on GBQ

Your organisation’s 
infrastructure

Research Information 
Management Systems

Internal data (org structure, 
outputs, downloads, 

keywords etc.) 

Google BigQuery

● Join with your own internal 
datasets securely

● Expand to other public & 
private datasets, possibly 
specific for Social Science 
and Arts and Humanities



Do all this with the 
tools you already use

Visualisation / business intelligence tools

Public datasets on GBQ, 
e.g. ChEMBL, proteins, 
diseases, World Bank

Dimensions 
on GBQ

Your organisation’s 
infrastructure

Research Information 
Management System

Google BigQuery
● Direct connectors to BI & 

data viz tools.

● Programmatic access via 
client libraries.

Internal data (org structure, 
outputs, downloads, 

keywords etc.) 



Example of a dynamic 
dashboard build on top of 
Dimensions on GBQ and 
Google Data Studio



What does that mean for looking at impact asessment and 
indicators for Social Science and Arts and Humanities?

The data is available - and not only publications, also grant funding from more 
than 500 funders globally

The data is ready to be wrangled - e.g. with GBQ, it is possible to scope out 
discipline specific citation graphs 

The data waits for indicator inventions - the infrastructure to implement and 
disseminate them is available

The data is ready for quick, topic and discipline specific dashboards - 
using standard BI tools like Tableau to bring down barriers



Back to questions and 
answers….



What did I cover with all of these slides...

Secondary publications on impact 
for specific cases03 ● Suitable approach for ‘lighthouse’ outputs

Getting perspectives on the 
content available and 
achievements 

02
● Journal lists as a’uthoritative filters’
● Article level classifications (FOR for fields, SDGs for 

impact) as an example what is possible
● Identification of relevant SSH outputs

Improved coverage, also 
benefiting the Social Sciences 
and Arts&Humanities

01 ● With Dimensions, we did a first step to improve it, but it is 
an ongoing effort

Lowering access barriers to the 
raw data to unleash academic 
creativity

04
● Available for indicator development and dissemination
● Allows even the construction of discipline specific 

citation graphs easily



Thank you!
Christian Herzog, MD, c.herzog@digital-science.com
Co-founder Dimensions
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